
FULL-STACK
DEVELOPER

WILL YOU BE THE ALLROUNDER ON 
OUR DEV. TEAM?

Do you consider variation to be the best way to expand your knowledge? 
Would you rather have a technical challenge than an easy job? Are you 
eager to work on meaningful projects of clients with a mission? Then join 
us at Unc Inc as a full-stack developer.

WHO ARE WE? 

Money makes the world go round, they say. But life revolves around more than that. With 

creativity and technology we can improve the world in all respects. That’s why we design 

and build digital products with our partners and end-users that add positive impact to 

financial rewards. Platforms, apps, websites, everything we make must be beautiful, 

inspiring, functional and future-proof. Therefore our best work is for the goals we believe in.



WHAT YOU’LL BE DOING 

You will work on very diverse projects, in a small, self-managing and multidisciplinary 

team. You will have a lot of responsibility and will sometimes communicate directly with 

the customer, if you like. Sometimes these are start-ups for which you can create the entire 

foundation of their platform, sometimes these are large platforms that are heavily used. 

Always, however, you’ll get the opportunity to develop and share your knowledge with us, as 

we will do with you. This way we’ll learn from each other, from the projects we do, every day.

WHO YOU MIGHT BE

You have a good understanding of functionality and design and are able challenge the UI/

UX designer, as he will challenge you. That way you’ll help each other to create the best 

possible work.

Your profession is as much a job as it is a hobby; you’re simply obsessed with writing 

beautiful code and are an avid follower of new developments in your field. You’re confident 

building responsive designs and doing cross-browser development. Naturally you have 

experience with PHP, HTML5, CSS3, SASS & LESS, Javascript (React, ES6, jQuery. Webpack 

and Babel are beneficial) and preferably also with Drupal 8 or Symfony. You like applying 

principles such as Gitflow, feel at home in a Linux shell and know how to work with services 

like MySQL, Redis and Memcache. Experience with Drupal 7 and Node.js is also beneficial, 

as is experience with Twig and Zeplin. You’re skilled at debugging so experience with tools 

like XHProf or Xdebug is, again, beneficial. You have at least three or four years of relevant 

work experience and are ambitious and dedicated to creating great work. Furthermore you 

have a strong sense of responsibility and are not hesitant to take initiative. Above all, you’re 

sociable and a good laugh.

WHAT WE OFFER

We offer you a fulfilling job of four to five days per week with a good salary. In a young, 

close-knit and friendly team you work on cool projects for non-profits, start-ups, and other 

initiatives. In addition to the positive impact, we also select work on the technical challenge 

it provides us. Coding for sensors, beacons and Internet of Things are just a few examples 

of this. We also do autonomous projects like The Coffee Copter as a means of playing 

around and learning new things. You will also have the opportunity to gain knowledge and 

inspiration on courses and events. And then there’s our monthly ‘Eve of Inspiration’ where 

we share the things that inspire us.



WHERE WE ARE LOCATED

Our beautiful and spacious office is located at a small shipyard on the NDSM wharf. 

Surrounded by water, nice bars and all sorts of events, we offer a working environment that 

provides plenty of room for creativity and inspiration.

GETTING EXCITED?

Send your resume and motivation to jobs@uncinc.nl. Better yet, respond through LinkedIn 

(don’t forget the motivation), and we’ll reply within a week.

QUESTIONS?

Call us at +31 (0)20 6892000 or email us at jobs@uncinc.nl.

Recruiter? No thank you!


